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CONTIKI ECM REPORTING

Contiki ECM Reporting
Summarize, Analyze & Visualize
Contiki reporting is an excellent vehicle for tapping into your data in a meaningful way and providing
better insight into what is going on in your business — whenever and wherever you need it. With powerful
graphical presentation you will transform data into meaningful business information.

Contiki Reporting is a flexible and powerful reporting and data analysis tool that lets you extract and
combine information from virtually any data source across the entire organization. With Contiki Reporting
you will always have access to accurate and up-to-date information on all your commitments.
Contiki Reporting helps increasing the quality of decisions made, support negotiations, reduce risk and
improve operational performance. Informative and intuitive reports may be exported to PDF, Excel, and
other file formats for further analysis.
Subscribe for reports and have them delivered to your inbox at the end of each quarter, or simply create a
tailored report on-the-fly. Drill up and down through layers of information — click on report data to open
contracts and projects in Contiki, all seamlessly integrated.
Alerts can be defined to monitor a set of conditions within a report for any changes. When these conditions
are met, an alert is automatically sent to notify users of the changes.
Contiki reporting can securely deliver and explore your reports on e.g. orders, supplier performance, process
& contractual compliance and spend. You may present trend graphs and projections, pie-charts or pivot
tables and share them internally and externally—also within SharePoint; Contiki Reporting can do it all.
ABOUT EXARI
Exari delivers the most complete Enterprise Contract Lifecycle Management platform, used every day by market-leading
companies to understand all aspects of their contract ecosystem worldwide. With Exari, customers can reduce contract
risk and improve operating efficiency with 100% Contract Certainty™.

